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Asana this week:
Plank Variations/Four-limbed Staff Pose/Chaturanga Dandasana
(Please read to the end before beginning as there are various hints/tidbits appropriate for many versions of 
a plank.)

Description:
Begin by visualizing a posture pole/yardstick resting on your tailbone then brace your muscles to make a 
line from your ear, shoulder, hip and knee. 
Always slightly rotate the arms so the elbows can release backward/down not out when necessary, and the 
upper arms can support the shoulders as you feel them close over the armpits.

Progress slowly with your choice and hold for 10 seconds, doing the plank 3x, resting between each. As 
you become stronger add time to each and gradually work on a more difficult version
or the current version with movement. 

Always exhaling as you move into the posture and inhale as your return.

Basic plus Adaptations/Variations:
#1. Wall Plank
Stand facing a wall. Extend your arms and plant your palms against the wall approximately 6 inches 
below shoulder height but at shoulder width (you can begin with shoulder height for an easier version)
Incline forward with proper foot placement as in Mountain Pose.
Using your core muscles, your chest, back, abs and hips -maintain a straight spine for as long as you can 
maintaining proper form.
Variation: This stationary plank can be turned into a push-up for strengthening your Down-Dog/Cobra. 
Exhaling as you incline forward with engaged arms and bent elbows pointing downward, Inhale return 
but do not lock the elbows, keep them soft on the return.

#2.  Plank from hands and knees.
On the floor on your hands and knees in a prone position with wrist under shoulders and hips over knees 
(can be done eventually in a closer prone position for harder work).
If this position is difficult for your wrist, try resting your forearms on a block or stool in front of you that 
allows you to maintain a straight spine in this modified position.
Engage your abdominals to brace your spine and hold the position for as long as you can maintain proper 
form.
Variation: 
Bending the elbows as mentioned above and guiding your forehead towards the mat. 
The beginning version is bringing the forehead between the hands or closer to the knees. As you progress 
in building strength you will create an imaginary triangle with the hands and the top point reaching 
toward the top of your mat, this point being your end position eventually but do not begin here, read 
on….
With just bringing the shoulders slightly forward and the plank body a few inches down you will feel the 
work being done. Doing this slowly and holding for a moment before coming back up you will feel where 
this work is happening.
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Being mindful not to do too many in the beginning and not going to low towards the mat as you may find 
it difficult to return to your beginning position.
Variation:
Placing your mat perpendicular to a wall and a chair, with its back to the wall, and a folded blanket on the 
floor in front of you.
Kneeling on the blanket and placing the hands on the side of the chair.
Firming the abdominal muscles and pull your tailbone down, keeping firm muscular control.
As with other forms you can cross the ankles and slightly raise the feet.
Inhale, pull your shoulder back and lengthen from your knees to the top of your head.
Exhale, bend your elbows and incline yourself toward the chair seat, always maintaining a straight line 
from your knees to the top of your head.
Check to be sure you shoulders stayed back and did to round forward. The pelvis should not move toward 
the chair or hang back, align your upper arms with the sides of your torso.
Holding the pose and/or moving in and out several times with the breath even and quiet. 

#3. Plank from hands to toes.
In this variation, plant your hands on the floor directly under your shoulders. 
Extend you legs behind you, with toes tucked under.
Brace your core muscles to maintain a straight line from head to toe as you lift the body. 
Breathe and Hold.

#4 Sphinx Plank
Prep:
Always keep the belly engaged and do not use the shoulders to lift or allow the elbows to spread and help 
raise the body. 
 Keeping the eyes focusing on the front edge of your mat and neck/head in alignment with the shoulders.
Any quivering, please release and don’t work so far or so hard. Listen to your body.
Forearms incl. hands and elbows on the mat/ inhaling and slighting lifting the heart area.
Squeeze your upper arms into the body, keeping your shoulders down.
Progress slowly until you can begin to hold this position for a few seconds, building time as you build 
additional strength. 
 
The most important aspect of this is to always engage the abdominal area to protect the back. 
Begin by taking it in steps and add gradually: 
1. engage the forearms/hands/elbows pushing down and out but don’t let them move
2. engage the belly/pulling in and up
3. lift the public bone
4. then begin lifting the thighs
5. then curl the toes under
6. lift the knees 
7. push back on the heels. Hold.

This is a full Sphinx Plank and is not easy to do so only proceed to the point where you are comfortable 
and work on building your strength to that point before proceeding.
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I do suggest that if you have the chance it is a good idea to practice this in the beginning while looking at 
the body from the side in a mirror to control the positioning of the back. It should look/and feel as if you 
are straightening it and not allowing a valley or hill to happen. 
You can feel the difference in your back, it is not healthy to let the belly sink down, think of raising it but 
not necessarily the buttocks, this takes a slight tilt of the tail bone in a downward direction.  The correct 
position is usually the hardest and once you have felt/seen it you will know when you are there.

Physical Benefits: 
As simple as two minutes a day for stronger bones. 
Resistance exercises boost bone strength, and the plank which also strengthens your core is a great choice.
Forms of plank also help build the strength necessary for Up-Down, Cobra and Down-Dog.
Strengthening the upper back and arms. stimulating the thoracic, lumbar vertebrae as well as ankles, hips, 
shoulders and wrist.
We have been working with many variations and you can choose which one is best for you according to 
your strength and condition, using the wall, chair, mat and blanket.

Always making sure that you retract your shoulder blades and broaden the front of your chest.
Shoulders should stay square across and the necessary part of the body maintaining a long line using the 
abdominal muscles to maintain the alignment of the mid-section. 

General Class: (if not listed above then the asana details can be found in previous weekly reviews 
under archives or will be coming during the next few weeks)

Supine: Chair Opening 2x, Morning Walk-Up Stretch R/L 18/24 breaths each side consisting of 
four different movements on each side, Various Hip Movements/Openers, Ankle/Wrist 
Movements-Flexion and Extension

 
Prone/Belly: Cat and Cow, Balancing Cat, Kneeling Sun Salutations, Heat Lifts, Locust R/L 
6x@ plus 6x Full, Plank and Cobra versions.

 
Standing: Pranayama/Dynamic Mudras x2, Tree+ Variations, Osteo+ Variations of Seated Twist 
using the Chair (detail explanation will be coming next week).

Supine: Savasana

Pranayama with a Dynamic Mudra:
#1. During the exhalation, place the tip of your thumb on one of the other finger tips of your hand 
beginning with the index finger, while inhaling return that finger to extension.
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Speak a syllable mantra during the exhale, a different Mantra for each finger. 
Press together the thumb and index finger voicing Saaaaaa
Press together the middle finger and thumb voicing Taaaaaa
Press together the ring finger and thumb voicing Naaaaa
Press together the  little finger and thumb voicing Maaaaa

#2. This time press down on the top of your fingernail with your thumb, repeating with the same voice 
and sequence.
#3. During the third pass, press your whole finger, between the knuckles with the thumb as you press each 
individual fingertip into the palm of your hand.

This mudra can be practiced every day for 5-30 minutes.
This is a wonderful Mudra for promoting brain activity, creating concentration while relaxing the nerves 
bringing about and inner relaxation. 

Please be sure the you breathe slowly, that you inhale and exhale evenly and in a relaxed manner. The 
voice can be deep so you can feel the resonance and vibration in the throat while you open the throat 
Chakra.

Pranayam with Niyasam Mudra:

At first we can begin with a  slide on the back of each finger but with practice the thumb will be able to slide on the 
side of each finger which is the goal
Inhale on the way up to the tip and exhale on the way down to the base.

#1. Begin the gentle slide/glide of the thumb up the index finger on one side and down the other continuing to the 
pinky and repeating from pinky to index finger. The breath and movement as one.

Physical Benefits:
Can help relieve arthritic conditions in the hands, help the blood circulating and make the hands more 
agile and flexible.
Can be done with the eyes closed, one hand at a time and be very relaxing.
Should be done either standing or sitting unless one is bed ridden than you can be horizontal. 
Palms are usually facing up.

Adaptations/Variations:

#2.  Slide/Glide with a push when reaching the top, used to increase strength of the fingers.

#3.  Slide/Glide with a flick when reaching the top, used for one with Neurologic diagnosis as Parkinsons, 
seizures etc.
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Essential Oil from doTerra: 
Breathe: laurel Leaf (promotes confidence/courge), Peppermint, Eucalyptus Raidali (Black Peppermint 
Oil from the evergreen tree in Australia), Ravensara (the cure-all of Madagascar),Melaluca Alteinifolia 
and Lemon.

Music:
Parijat: “Reiki Healing Waves”  “Offerings”   “The Healing Path”

Quote:
“If a problem is fixable, if a situation is such that you can do something about it, then there is no need to 
worry.
If it’s not fixable, then there is no help in worrying.
There is no benefit in worrying whatsoever.”       -the Dalai Lama

Miscellaneous: 

PDF 
Roughly halfway through the so-called Bone and Joint Decade, it’s time to ask a simple 
question: Who’s selling Osteoporosis?                        by James Keough
An article in the magazine: Alternative Medicine April 2007

Natural Sources of Vitamins

The following substances are reported to be necessary for strong bone health:

Natural Sources of Calcium: milk (milk along with dairy products can be counterproductive to 
building healthy bone is used too much) cheese, plain low-fat yogurt, sardines, salmon,  any seafood 
containing bones, turnip greens, spinach, kale, broccoli, nuts (almonds, brazil nuts and pecans), 
legumes(peas, lentils and beans).

Natural Sources of Vitamin D: sunlight, dairy products, eggs, milk, tuna, liver oils, mackerel, cod, sea 
bass.

Natural Sources of Vitamin A: dairy product, milk, eggs, yellow vegetables (summer squash), carrots, 
liver, green leafy vegetables (kale, spinach, greens and romaine lettuce, fruits (cantaloupe, tomatoes 
and apricots).

Natural Sources of Vitamin B12: liver, lean beef, clams, salmon, haddock, trout, cheese, dairy and 
eggs.
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Natural Sources of Potassium: milk, green leafy vegetables (romaine lettuce, spinach, swiss chard and 
greens), broccoli, lentils, winter squash, fruits (tomatoes, cantaloupe, avocado, oranges and 
strawberries)

Natural Sources of Copper: vegetables, liver, legumes, nuts, seeds, beans

Natural Sources of Magnesium: brazil nuts, seeds(sunflower, sesame, pumpkin), bananas, legumes, 
tofu, green leafy veggies (sun dried spinach, kelp), whole grains (barley, oars and brown rice)

Feedback from me to you and you to me:

Dear Students:

I have decided to use the space here for general communication with students instead of in the mail which 
I send every weekend. 

Through the next few weeks we will continue working with the recommended asanas from Dr. Loren 
Fishman for better bone health. 

If you have anything in particular you would like to work on, please do let me know, just click on the link 
and send me an e-mail:  student@help-your-health.com

The workshop: Core Radiance will be held on November 11th, 1-4pm at my studio in Old World Village.   
You can read more: https://yogatherapyalacarte.com/workshops-2/workshop-pelvic-health-and-
empowerment/, and sign up by either going directly to the site of Ahn Chi Pham or giving me a check. 
Hope to see you there.

Links on the website to retreats and travels for 2018. 

Namaste,

RoxAnn
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